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2QTR. 2008 “Vista L.A.” (VIS0408HD) 

 
Show: Vista L.A.  
Air Date:  June 1, 2008 
Time:  11:30AM 
Length 30 minutes 
Origin  Local 
Type:  Informational 
 
Summary:   
A cutting-edge exhibit comes to the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 
entitled: “Phantom Sightings: Art After the Chicano Movement.”  Traditionally 
Chicano art has been defined as art created by Americans of Mexican 
descent, politically charged by the Chicano Civil Rights Movement of the 60s 
and early 70s, but this exhibition features the “new breed” of Chicano artists 
who are more defined by their diversity, than one ethnicity.  Curator Rita 
Gonzalez takes us through this unique exhibition featuring sculpture, 
paintings and photography from a new generation of artists, including 
Margarita Cabrera, “Los Hijackers,” Shizu Saldamando and many others. 
 
"Leo Carrillo Ranch," also known as "Rancho de los Kiotes," is a historic 
ranch in Carlsbad. The ranch was the creation of the late actor Leo Carrillo. 
Inspired by his childhood, Carrillo developed this ranch to honor his Hispanic 
heritage and ancestors. Manager for the City of Carlsbad, Mick Calrco, gave 
Vista L.A. a tour of this tranquil hacienda, reminiscent of early California and 
which has become a getaway for many Southern California residents. 
Considered Carlsbad's "Sleeping Beauty," the ranch is open to the public for 
self-guided tours, special movie nights, school trips and much more. 
 
A Latino actor who went from TV and film – to dancing, actor Cristian de la 
Fuente made it to the finals on ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars” – despite a 
major injury.  Vista L.A. catches up with him off the dance floor.   
 
Vista L.A. takes a look at the history of Whittier, California.  Robert Ruiz, 
President of the Whittier Uptown Association gave us a tour around the tree-
lined, serene city.  The city was founded by Quakers; among the 1st settlers 
was John Greenleaf Whittier, of which the city was named after.  Pio Pico de 
Jesus was the last Mexican Governor of California.  Whittier is also where 
President Richard Nixon went to college and had a law firm in the town.  As 
we tour Whittier, many residents; Maria Hernandez, Maria Samoniantz, 
Jerry Reed and Lia Arriaga speak about why they love their city.  Local 
business owners; Sandra Hahn, Monica Sanchez, Stephanie Benavides, 
Paul Benavides and Yolanda Garcia talk to us about why Whittier is a great 
place to live and have a business.  
 
These days denim can make quite a fashion statement, so it’s not surprise 
that many enterprising clothing manufacturers have gone into the business of 
making jeans.  Lisa Rudes-Sandel and her father George Rudes decided to 
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combine fashion with function and create their own line of jeans called 
“Tummy Tuck Jeans.”  They’re made for baby boomer women who want to 
look stylish but also want a flattering cut that enhances their figure.  Designed 
to hide the tummy, Tummy Tuck Jeans are popular with 40+ women who love 
how they look and feel in these jeans.  “Not Your Daughter’s Jeans” is 
headquartered in Vernon, where over 40,000 pairs are shipped weekly from 
their warehouse. 
 
Hosts: Jovana Lara and Danny Romero   
 
 
 


